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Activation of human ether-a-go-go-related gene 1 (hERG1) K�

channels mediates cardiac action potential repolarization. Drugs
that activate hERG1 channels represent a mechanism-based ap-
proach for the treatment of long QT syndrome, a disorder of
cardiac repolarization associated with ventricular arrhythmia and
sudden death. Here, we characterize the mechanisms of action and
the molecular determinants for binding of RPR260243 [(3R,4R)-4-
[3-(6-methoxy-quinolin-4-yl)-3-oxo-propyl]-1-[3-(2,3,5-trifluoro-
phenyl)-prop-2-ynyl]-piperidine-3-carboxylic acid] (RPR), a recently
discovered hERG1 channel activator. Channels were heterolo-
gously expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes, and currents were
measured by using the two-microelectrode voltage-clamp tech-
nique. RPR induced a concentration-dependent slowing in the rate
of channel deactivation and enhanced current magnitude by shift-
ing the voltage dependence of inactivation to more positive
potentials. This mechanism was confirmed by demonstrating that
RPR slowed the rate of deactivation, but did not increase current
magnitude of inactivation-deficient mutant channels. The effects
of RPR on hERG1 kinetics and magnitude could be simulated by
reducing three rate constants in a Markov model of channel gating.
Point mutations of specific residues located in the S4–S5 linker or
cytoplasmic ends of the S5 and S6 domains greatly attenuated or
ablated the effects of 3 �M RPR on deactivation (five residues),
inactivation (one residue), or both gating mechanisms (four resi-
dues). These findings define a putative binding site for RPR and
confirm the importance of an interaction between the S4–S5 linker
and the S6 domain in electromechanical coupling of voltage-gated
K� channels.

voltage clamp � Xenopus � long QT syndrome

Human ether-a-go-go-related gene 1 (hERG1) �-subunits
coassemble to form channels that conduct IKr (1–3), the

rapid delayed rectifier K� current that contributes to normal
repolarization of cardiac action potentials (4). Loss-of-function
mutations in hERG1 cause inherited long QT syndrome
(LQTS), a disorder characterized by delayed repolarization of
ventricular action potentials and prolonged QT interval of the
body surface electrocardiogram (5). The acquired form of LQTS
is more common and is most often caused by unintended block
of hERG1 channels by a plethora of common medications (6).
Inherited and acquired LQTS are associated with an increased
risk of torsades de pointes, an arrhythmia that can degenerate
into ventricular fibrillation and cause sudden death (7).

Current treatments for inherited LQTS include the adminis-
tration of �-adrenergic receptor blockers, left cardiac sympa-
thetic denervation, or implantation of cardiac defibrillators for
the most severe cases (8). However, pharmacologic treatment is
not always effective (9) and surgery or devices are expensive and
require invasive procedures. Acute episodes of drug-induced
LQTS are treated with magnesium sulfate administration and
discontinued use of the suspect medication. Activation of
hERG1 could provide an alternative and more specific treat-
ment for acquired or inherited LQTS. Moreover, enhanced

hERG1 channel activity was proposed as a novel mechanism to
suppress action potential duration alternans, an electrical dis-
order associated with arrhythmic risk (10, 11). Several com-
pounds were recently identified that enhance hERG1 activity
and shorten cardiac action potentials. NS1643 (12, 13) and
PD-118057 (14) increase current magnitude without much effect
on channel kinetics, whereas RPR260243 [(3R,4R)-4-[3-(6-
methoxy-quinolin-4-yl)-3-oxo-propyl]-1-[3-(2,3,5-trif luoro-
phenyl)-prop-2-ynyl]-piperidine-3-carboxylic acid] (RPR) (15)
primarily slows the rate of hERG1 deactivation. A detailed
analysis of the mechanism of action of these drugs could
facilitate the discovery of more potent and specific hERG1
activators.

Here, we show that RPR induces two distinct changes in
hERG1 gating: a slowing of deactivation and a positive shift in
the voltage dependence of inactivation. Functional analysis of
mutant channels suggests that RPR binds to a cluster of residues
located near the cytoplasmic ends of the S5 and S6 helices of the
hERG1 subunit.

Results
RPR Enhances hERG1 Current Magnitude and Slows Deactivation. The
effects of 3 and 30 �M RPR on hERG1 channel currents are
illustrated in Fig. 1A. RPR caused a concentration-dependent
enhancement of current magnitude, a slight slowing of activation
and a pronounced slowing of tail current (Itail) deactivation [Fig.
1 A and B; supporting information (SI) Fig. 6]. Kang et al. (15)
previously reported that RPR slows the rate of hERG deacti-
vation in CHO cells, but the increase in current magnitude by 10
�M (�15%) was less than we observed in oocytes. Itest, the
current measured at the end of 2-s test pulses, was enhanced by
RPR in a concentration- and voltage-dependent manner as seen
in the I–V relationships (Fig. 1C). The voltage dependence of
channel activation was determined by fitting the magnitude of
Itail as a function of test voltage (Vtest) to a Boltzmann function.
This relationship was not altered by RPR except at 30 �M, where
a �5.2 � 0.8 mV shift in the half-point (V0.5) was observed (Fig.
1D). Thus, the increase in Itest is not due to an effect on channel
activation.

RPR Reduces hERG1 Current Inactivation. Rapid P-type inactivation
(16) reduces hERG1 current magnitude at positive potentials
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and causes inward rectification of the fully activated I–V rela-
tionship (Fig. 1F), as determined by measuring peak tail currents
(Itail-FA) on repolarization to a variable Vtest after a 2-s prepulse
to �40 mV (SI Fig. 6A). At 30 �M, RPR induced a �3-fold
increase of Itail-FA at 0 mV, but only a small increase in maximal
conductance, estimated from the linear fit of Itail-FA measured at
potentials between �140 and �80 mV (Fig. 1F). In guinea pig
myocytes, RPR enhanced IKr tail currents measured at �50 mV
by 70% at 10 �M and 106% at 30 �M (15), consistent with our
results in oocytes at a similar voltage (Fig. 1F).

The deviation of the fully activated I–V relationship from
linearity was used to estimate the voltage dependence for
hERG1 inactivation (Fig. 1G). RPR shifted the V0.5 for this
relationship (from �48.8 � 2.4 mV under control conditions) by
�10.2 � 2.4 mV at 1 �M (n � 8), �17.2 � 1.6 mV at 3 �M (n �
13), �28 � 2 mV at 10 �M (n � 10), and �36.9 � 1.3 mV at 30
�M (n � 4). The effects of RPR on current amplitude and V0.5
for inactivation was reversible on washout of the drug, and
unrelated to initial current magnitude or extracellular K� accu-
mulation (data not shown). The EC50 for the shift in V0.5 was 8.0
�M (Fig. 1E). RPR enhanced Itail-FA magnitude measured at 0
mV with an EC50 of 15 �M (Fig. 1E). A Hill coefficient near 1
for these relationships is consistent with the requirement for only
one RPR molecule/channel; however, further study is required
to resolve the stoichiometry of the drug–channel interaction. In
summary, the [RPR]-dependent increase in hERG1 current was
highly correlated with a positive shift in the voltage dependence
of inactivation.

Markov Model of Altered hERG1 Channel Gating by RPR. A two-
compartment Markov model was used to simulate the concen-
tration-dependent effects of RPR (Fig. 2A). Drug-bound chan-
nels were reconstructed by reducing the rate coefficients for the
transitions between open and closed states (Od7Cd,2) and the
transition from the open to the inactivated state (Od3Id). This

simple model can account for the [RPR]-dependent increase in
current magnitude (Fig. 2B), slowed deactivation (Fig. 2C),
altered I–V relationship (Fig. 2D), lack of effect on the voltage
dependence of activation (Fig. 2E), rightward shift in the voltage
dependence of inactivation (Fig. 2F), and [RPR]-dependent
increase in Itail-FA (Fig. 2G).

Scanning Mutagenesis Identifies a Putative Binding Site for RPR.
Several compounds that activate KCNQ channels have been
described, including retigabine (17, 18), R-L3 (19), and zinc
pyrithione (20). Retigabine and R-L3 enhance the magnitude
and slow the deactivation of KCNQ2–5 and KCNQ1 channel
currents, respectively, and both compounds interact with resi-
dues in the S5 and S6 domains of the KCNQ subunits (17–19).
By analogy, we hypothesized that RPR might bind to a similar
region in hERG1. Therefore, we mutated individual residues
located within the S4–S5 linker, S5 and S6 helices of hERG1 and
determined the effect of 3 �M RPR on these mutant channels.
Most of the 40 residues examined were mutated to Ala (or Ala
to Val). For a few residues, as noted in Materials and Methods,
other substitutions were made to enhance levels of channel
expression. Seven of the mutant channels were nonfunctional, or
expressed very poorly, and were not studied further. We deter-
mined the effects of 3 �M RPR on the remaining 33 mutant
channels. Four mutations (L553A, F557L, N658A, and V659A)
prevented the slowing of deactivation (Fig. 3A, red bars) and
reduced or eliminated the shift in V0.5 for inactivation (Fig. 3B,
red bars) by 3 �M RPR. In contrast, mutation of five other
residues (I662, L666, Y667, V549, and L550) attenuated the
effects on deactivation (Fig. 3A, blue bars), but not inactivation
(Fig. 3B, blue bars). Finally, RPR slowed deactivation, but did
not alter inactivation of Y652A channels (Fig. 3 A and B, green
bars). Similar to WT hERG1, the drug-induced increase in
Itail-FA at 0 mV for mutant channels was highly correlated with
the shift in the V0.5 for inactivation (Fig. 3C). Examples of mutant

Fig. 1. Effects of RPR on hERG1 channel current recorded in Xenopus oocytes. (A) RPR increases the magnitude and slows deactivation of hERG1 current. The
currents shown were elicited with 2-s pulses from �50 to �50 mV in 20-mV increments. Tail currents (Itail) were measured at �70 mV. (B) RPR slows hERG1
deactivation. Superimposed tail currents recorded at �70 mV were normalized relative to their peak value before (control) and after addition of the indicated
concentration of RPR. (C) Effects of RPR on I–V relationships for 1, 3, and 10 �M RPR (Left) or 30 �M RPR (Right). (D) Effects of RPR on voltage dependence for
activation. Itail were normalized relative to peak value under control conditions. (E) [RPR]-dependent changes in current magnitude and voltage dependence
of inactivation. The increase in peak outward Itail-FA at 0 mV (■ ) was measured from the fully activated I–V relationship (EC50 � 15 � 2.6 �M; Hill coefficient, 0.91).
The shift in V0.5 for inactivation (Œ) was calculated from plots shown in G (EC50 � 8.0 � 1.5 �M; Hill coefficient, 0.71). (F) Fully activated I–V relationships,
normalized relative to peak outward Itail-FA in control. (G) Voltage dependence of hERG1 inactivation determined from rectification of the fully activated I–V
relationship. Concentration of RPR in C, D, F, and G are as follows: control (■ ); 1 �M (E), 3 �M (‚), 10 �M (ƒ), and 30 �M (�) RPR.
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channel currents from each category of RPR response are
presented in SI Fig. 7.

Mutation of key residues reduced, but did not eliminate the
effects of RPR on channel gating. At a high concentration (30
�M), RPR slightly slowed deactivation and shifted the V0.5 for
inactivation by �10 mV for F557L hERG or L666A hERG
channels, equivalent to effects achieved with 1 �M RPR on
WT channels (SI Fig. 8). In addition, 30 �M RPR decreased
the amplitude of fully activated L666A hERG current (SI Fig.
8), suggesting that high concentrations of RPR can also block
the channel.

The important residues identified by mutation analysis are
highlighted in a homology model of the hERG1 subunit (Fig.
4) based on the crystal structure of Kv1.2 in the open state
(21). The sequence of the S4–S5 linker and S5 domains of
hERG1 do not align well with Kv1.2. In addition, hERG1 lacks
the PVP motif in the S6 domain, a crucial structural deter-
minant of the activation gate of Kv1.2. In view of these
limitations, the mapping of residues in the S4–S5 linker and S5
domains is problematic. Nonetheless, by using the most rea-
sonable alignment predicted by Insight II, the key residues
identified by our scanning mutagenesis results constitute two
adjacent clusters near the intersection of the cytoplasmic ends
of the S5 and S6 domains. One group of residues (cluster 1,
colored red) corresponds to mutations that attenuated all
effects of RPR; the other group of residues (cluster 2, colored
blue) corresponds to mutations that only eliminated the effect of
RPR on deactivation.

Paired Point Mutations Eliminate Effects of RPR on Inactivation and
Deactivation. S631A hERG1 channels have impaired inactiva-
tion gating (22). As expected for an inactivation-deficient
channel, RPR (3 �M) slowed the rate of deactivation, but did
not alter the magnitude of S631A channel currents (Fig. 5A).
In contrast, RPR increased current magnitude (Fig. 5B), but
did not alter deactivation (Fig. 5B Inset) of L666A hERG1

channels. Channels harboring both mutations (S631A/L666A)
were completely insensitive to 3 �M RPR (Fig. 5C). Similar
results were obtained when L666A was combined with another
point mutation (S620T) that disrupts inactivation (Fig. 5D and
SI Fig. 9B). The lack of effect of RPR was observed over a wide
range of test potentials (Fig. 5E). Moreover, other mutations
that impair inactivation (G628C/S631C or N588K) also pre-
vented the increase in current magnitude by RPR (SI Fig. 9).
These data confirm that the enhancement of hERG1 current
by RPR is mediated by altered inactivation gating that can be
mechanistically differentiated from the drug-induced slowing
of deactivation.

Discussion
RPR modified hERG1 channel gating by two distinct mecha-
nisms. First, RPR slowed the rate of deactivation with little or
no effect on the voltage dependence of channel activation.
Drug-induced slowing of deactivation can be modeled by a
reduction in a single rate constant that defines the open to closed
state transition (Od3Cd,2). Second, the increased magnitude of
Itest was caused by a positive shift in the voltage dependence of
P-type inactivation. As predicted for this proposed mechanism,
RPR did not increase Itest of inactivation-deficient mutant
hERG1 channels. The effect on inactivation can be modeled by
a decrease in the rate constant for the open to inactivated state
transition (Od3Id).

A putative binding site for RPR was defined by using site-
directed mutagenesis. Mutation of four residues (cluster 1) atten-
uated all of the effects of RPR. Based on our homology model of
hERG1, cluster 1 residues (colored red in Fig. 4) are located in S5
(L553, F557) and an adjacent region of S6 (N658, V659). Presum-
ably, when RPR interacts with these residues, it affects channel
rearrangements associated with both deactivation and inactivation
gating. Deactivation of K� channels is mediated by bending of the
S6 helices in all four subunits toward the central axis of the pore
(23), a gating process that is slowed when RPR is bound to a hERG1

Fig. 2. Model of hERG1 channel-gating as modified by RPR. (A) Two-compartment Markov model. The model assumes two populations of channels, with and
without RPR bound to hERG1. Drug-bound channels were reconstructed by reducing the rate coefficients of the transition Od3Cd,2 by 99.8% (slowed
deactivation), Cd,23Od by 67% (slowed activation), and Od3 Id by 87% (reduced inactivation) in comparison with the rate coefficients of WT hERG1. Transitions
between the compartments (O7Od and I7Id) were described with an equilibrium dissociation constant Kd � Kb,d/Kf,d � 5 � 10�8 M1.7. Details of the model,
including rate constants and initial values for each state, are provided in SI Table 1. (B) Simulated hERG1 currents in response to voltage-clamp pulses from �60
to �50 mV, applied in 10-mV increments. (C) Simulated effects of RPR on hERG1 tail currents measured at �70 mV. (D) Plot of normalized Itest vs. Vtest for 2-s pulses.
(E) Plot of normalized Itail vs. Vtest. (F) Plot of rectification factor vs. Vtest. Colors in D–F correspond to the same [RPR] as shown in C. (G) [RPR]-dependent increase
in Itail-FA at 0 mV. A fit to the Hill equation yielded a Hill coefficient of 1.4 and a half-saturation concentration [RPR50%] of 9.4 �M.
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subunit. P-type inactivation of K� channels probably involves subtle
movements of the selectivity filter (24), a structure that is distant
from the proposed binding site for the drug. Presumably, RPR
affects inactivation gating by an allosteric effect, perhaps by indi-
rectly altering a voltage-dependent conformational change in the
S5–P linker, a structure proposed to be involved in hERG1 inac-
tivation (25).

Point mutations of five other amino acids (cluster 2) pre-
vented the slowing of deactivation by RPR, but not the
drug-induced increase in current magnitude. Cluster 2 residues
(colored blue in Fig. 4) are located in adjacent regions of the
S4–S5 linker (V549, L550) and cytoplasmic end of S6 (I662,
L666, Y667). The concerted movements of S4, S4–S5 linker,
and S6 domains mediate electromechanical coupling (21), the
voltage-dependent opening and closing of K� channels, in-
cluding hERG1 (26–28). Interactions between multiple resi-
dues in cluster 2 might be required to mediate the slowing of
deactivation when RPR is bound to the residues of cluster 1.
Alternatively, cluster 2 residues may define a second binding

site that, when bound by drug, does not affect channel
deactivation. Regardless of the precise mechanism, our find-
ings with RPR reinforce the importance of the interaction
between the S4–S5 linker and S6 for normal gating of hERG1
(26, 28).

The putative binding site for RPR is distinct from the site
described for drugs that block hERG1 channels. The binding site
for structurally diverse blockers was previously localized to
specific residues in S6 and the base of the pore helix that face
toward the central cavity (29). F656 and Y652 in S6 are the most
important residues for binding of blockers. F656T hERG1
channels are relatively insensitive to hERG1 blockers (30), but
responded normally to RPR (SI Fig. 7A). In contrast, RPR
greatly slowed the deactivation of Y652A hERG1, but did not
increase current magnitude or affect the voltage dependence of
inactivation (SI Fig. 7C). It is unlikely that Y652 contributes to
the RPR binding site because it is located on the opposite side
of S6 from the other critical residues identified by mutagenesis.
Instead, Y652 may be critical for allosteric coupling between
RPR binding and altered P-type inactivation.

Another hERG1 activator, NS1643, also enhances hERG1
current by causing a shift in the voltage dependency of inacti-
vation (12) and the agonist effect of PD-118057 was greater at
more positive potentials (14), suggesting a similar mechanism of
action. However, in contrast to RPR, PD-118057 did not appre-
ciably affect hERG1 deactivation, suggesting that these drugs
bind to distinct sites.

In summary, RPR alters deactivation and inactivation gating
of hERG1 channels by interaction with a cluster of residues
located near the cytoplasmic ends of the S5 and S6 domains of
a single channel subunit. These residues define a putative
binding site for RPR that is distinct from the binding site for
channel blockers. Direct interference of electromechanical cou-
pling between the S4–S5 linker and S6 by RPR mediates slowed
deactivation, whereas inactivation likely is altered by an alloste-
ric mechanism. Enhancement of hERG activity by reduced
inactivation alone or combined with slower deactivation shortens
action potential duration in cardiac myocytes (13, 15). It remains
to be determined whether a single or combined mechanism of
drug action will provide a safe and effective treatment for
acquired or inherited LQTS.

Fig. 3. Effect of RPR on WT and mutant hERG1 channels. (A) Effect of 3 �M
RPR on deactivation of WT and mutant hERG1 channels quantified by �Itail-

drug��Itail-control (integral Itail) at �70 mV (†, or at �110 mV for very slow
deactivating mutant channels). (B) Shift in V0.5 for inactivation of WT and
mutant channels by 3 �M RPR. Mutations that reduced both gating effects of
RPR are colored red. Mutations that prevented the slowing of deactivation,
but not the shift of inactivation, are colored blue. Mutation of Y652 (colored
green) to Ala prevented the increase in current by RPR but not the slowing of
deactivation. Left graphs show mutations in S4–S5 linker (G546–L552) and S5;
right graphs show S6 mutations. Some mutant channels did not express
sufficient current to allow quantitative study, including L559, H562, and W563
(S5) and L650 and I655 (S6). (C) Plot of the shift in V0.5 for inactivation and
percentage increase of Itail-FA at 0 mV in the presence of 3 �M RPR for WT and
all mutant hERG1 channels described in this study. The line represents linear
regression (R � 0.89 for S5 and 0.91 for S6 residues).

Fig. 4. Homology model for a single hERG1 subunit, highlighting the
residues identified by Ala mutagenesis as important for interaction with RPR.
The boxed region in Left is shown in an expanded, rotated, and tilted view at
Right. Residues identified by mutagenesis as important for RPR activity are
labeled in Right. The color of the highlighted residue side chains correspond
to the coding described in Fig. 3. Sequence alignment between hERG1 and
Kv1.2 used for this model is shown in SI Fig. 10.
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Materials and Methods
Channel Mutagenesis and Expression in Xenopus Oocytes. HERG1
(KCNH2, isoform 1a) was cloned into the pSP64 oocyte expres-
sion vector and 40 mutations were introduced by site-directed
mutagenesis by using QuickChange (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).
Residues 546–564 and 646–667 were mutated to Ala (or to Val
for Ala residues), with the exception of five residues. Mutation
to Ala (or Val) of 12 residues resulted in poorly expressing or
nonfunctional channels. Seven of these mutations (L559A,
A561V, H562A, W563A, G648A, L650A, I655A) were not
further studied. To enhance expression, alternate substitutions
were made for F551 and F557 (mutated to Leu), G546 (mutated
to Pro), A653 (mutated to Gly), and F656 (mutated to Thr).
A661 was not mutated. cRNA was prepared by in vitro tran-

scription with SP6 Cap-Scribe (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) after
linearization of the vector plasmid with EcoR1. I662A hERG
(provided by J. Mitcheson, University of Leicester, Leicester,
U.K.) was subcloned into pcDNA3 and in vitro transcribed with
T7 Cap-Scribe (Roche). The isolation, culture, and injection of
oocytes with cRNA were performed as described (31).

Voltage Clamp. Currents were recorded from oocytes 1–5 days
after cRNA injection by using the two-electrode voltage-clamp
technique as described (32). Oocytes were voltage clamped to a
holding potential of �90 mV, before applying a depolarizing
pulse to 0 mV for 5 s to activate test currents (Itest). A
repolarization to �70 mV for 800 ms was used to activate tail
currents (Itail). Continuous pulses were applied every 8 s (or 30 s
after RPR) until steady-state levels of current were achieved.
Standard I–V relationships were evaluated by eliciting 2-s de-
polarizations (from a holding potential of �90 mV) to a range
of test potentials between �80 and �50 mV. Each test pulse was
followed by a 2-s repolarizing pulse to �70 mV (or �110 mV for
slowly deactivating mutant channels) to determine Itail ampli-
tude, voltage dependence of Itest activation, and the rate of Itail
deactivation, quantified as �Itail-drug��Itail-control. Both the steady-
state and voltage dependence protocols were then repeated
10–15 min after the addition of RPR to the bathing solution. In
the absence of drug, the increase in Itest for WT hERG1 during
an equivalent 10-min period after switching between control
solutions in the absence and presence of 0.03% DMSO was 1.5 �
6% (n � 5).

The fully activated I–V relationship was determined by apply-
ing 2-s prepulses to �40 mV, followed by measuring tail currents
(Itail-FA) on repolarization to a variable Vtest. The extent of inward
rectification of hERG1 was quantified by the deviation of Itail-FA
values from that predicted by linear extrapolation of Itail-FA
measured at Vtest of �140 to �110 mV to more positive
potentials. The deviation of the I–V relationships from linearity
was corrected by the driving force for K� (Vtest � Erev) to obtain
a rectification factor for each value of Vtest. Finally, the plot of
rectification factor vs. Vtest was fitted with a Boltzmann function
to obtain the voltage dependence for hERG1 inactivation. Each
oocyte was treated with a single concentration of RPR.

Digitized data were analyzed off-line with pCLAMP8 (Mo-
lecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and ORIGIN 7.5 (OriginLab,
Northhampton, MA) software.

Solutions and Drugs. The extracellular solution contained 96 mM
NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 5 mM Hepes, and 2 mM MgCl2,
pH adjusted to 7.6 with NaOH. RPR was kindly donated by
David Rampe (Sanofi-Aventis Pharmaceuticals, Bridgewater,
NJ). Drug solutions were prepared daily by dilution of a 10 mM
DMSO stock solution.

Modeling. A Markov model of hERG1 channels was developed
to simulate the effects of increasing concentrations of RPR on
IKr. The model includes two compartments representing pop-
ulations of hERG1 channels in normal and drug-bound states
(Fig. 2 A). Each compartment is based on a previously de-
scribed model of hERG1 channels at 37°C (33, 34). The rate
constants for each transition were of the standard format: � �
�0exp[z�Vm/(RT/F)] and � � �0exp[�z�Vm/(RT/F)]. The orig-
inal rate coefficients were adjusted with a temperature coef-
ficient Q10 � 3.3 for reconstruction of currents at room
temperature. The drug-bound compartment was parameter-
ized by using the normalized Itest and Itail (Fig. 1 C and D) in
a numerical optimization procedure. The parameterization
affected rate coefficients describing the transition from Od to
Id and between Od and Cd,2. Transitions between the com-
partments represent the binding and washout of RPR. The
transitions were defined for the O and I states (O7Od and

Fig. 5. Inactivation-deficient and L666A hERG1 channels are less sensitive to
RPR. (A) RPR slows deactivation but does not increase current magnitude of
S631A hERG1. (Inset) Superimposed and normalized tail current traces for
control and after 3 �M RPR. (B) RPR increases the magnitude of L666A hERG1
currents but has no effect on the rate of deactivation (Inset). (C) Channels with
double mutation (S631A/L666A) are insensitive to 3 �M RPR. In A–C, currents
were recorded at test potentials of �60 to �50 mV, applied in 10-mV incre-
ments and tail currents were measured at �70 mV. (D) Normalized �Itail and
percentage increase in Itest at 0 mV for indicated mutant hERG1 channels. (E)
Percentage increase in Itest at different voltages for WT (■ ), L666A (‚), S631A
(�), S620T (ƒ), N588K (�), and G628C/S631C (�) hERG1 channels (n � 4). S620T
(36), N588K (37), and G628C/S631C (38) are mutations that eliminate or disrupt
hERG1 inactivation.
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I7Id) with the rate coefficients Kf,d and Kb,d, which were
determined by least-square fit to deactivation ratios of Itail at
0 mV for the different concentrations of RPR. Simulations
were carried out with the Euler method for numerical solution
of ordinary differential equations (35). A time step (	t) of 25
�s was chosen. All calculations were performed in double
precision.

The Kv1.2 structure and sequence (21) was used as the
template for a hERG homology model created with Insight II
Modeler (version 8.2; Accelrys, San Diego, CA).
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